TITLE

TITLE (PAGE) 'text string';

Function:

The TITLE statement is used to change the title on the top of the page of TSP printed output, or to print a centered title underlined with stars on the current page.

Usage:

To change the TSP title, follow the word TITLE with up to sixty characters of text enclosed in single quotes. The text can contain any character but ?, ;, $, " or ".

If OPTIONS HARDCOPY; (the default for non-interactive jobs) is in effect, a new page is started, with the new title printed at the top of the page. All further pages will use the new title until it is changed. If you do not want to start a new page, use the NOPAGE option. This option makes use of the PAGE command unnecessary.

If OPTIONS CRT; is in effect, the title is centered and printed underlined with stars on the current page (or screen).

Options:

PAGE/NOPAGE tells whether a new page should be started, when OPTIONS HARDCOPY is in effect (see above).

Examples:

    TITLE 'ESTIMATES OBTAINED BY THREE STAGE LEAST SQUARES' ;
    LSQ(INST=(.....
    TITLE 'FULL INFORMATION MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES' ;
    FIML(ENDOG=(.....

Output:

Under OPTIONS HARDCOPY, a new page is started with the new title at the top. Under OPTIONS CRT, the title is centered and printed underlined with stars.